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Social interactions are central to most animals and have a
fundamental impact upon the phenotype of an individual.
Social behavior (social interactions among conspecifics)
represents a central challenge to the integration of the
functional and mechanistic bases of complex behavior.
Traditionally, studies of proximate and ultimate elements of social behavior have been conducted by distinct groups of researchers, with little communication
across perceived disciplinary boundaries. However,
recent technological advances, coupled with increased
recognition of the substantial variation in mechanisms
underlying social interactions, should compel investigators from divergent disciplines to pursue more integrative analyses of social behavior. We propose an
integrative conceptual framework intended to guide
researchers towards a comprehensive understanding
of the evolution and maintenance of mechanisms governing variation in sociality.
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The study of social behavior in the 21st century
All animals interact with conspecifics at some point in their
lives. Members of the same species tend to be each other’s
fiercest competitors and strongest allies, as evidenced by
the intense cooperation and conflict that characterize
many intraspecific interactions [1]. These interactions
are the products of genetic, epigenetic, endocrine, and
neural mechanisms that – in conjunction with environmental conditions – affect Darwinian fitness and evolve via
natural selection. Building upon Aristotle’s four questions,
Tinbergen [2] posited that understanding behavior
requires the integration of studies of mechanism and
function. Only by asking questions both from a proximate
perspective (i.e., focusing on causation and development)
and an ultimate perspective (i.e., focusing on adaptive
value and evolutionary descent) can behavior be fully
understood. Social behavior in particular lends itself to
such an integrative approach not only because it commands the attention of many disciplines [3] but also because even many behaviors commonly considered nonsocial often occur in a social context (e.g., mating, fighting,
parental care). Social behavior is also special because the
selective agents are other members of the same species,
and this results in intriguing evolutionary dynamics. Nevertheless, in the intervening decades since Tinbergen’s
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seminal work [2] studies of behavioral mechanisms have
proceeded largely independently of analyses of ultimatelevel explanations for social behavior [4]. Among the factors contributing to this disconnect are the challenges of
applying laboratory methods to field research where most
complex social behaviors are studied, as well as longstanding differences in terminology, conceptual foci, and
study taxa [3,5–7]. Progress towards an integrated understanding of the evolution of social behavior has been limited.
Only now, 50 years after Tinbergen’s seminal 1963
publication [8], efforts to integrate neural, genetic, epigenetic, physiological, ecological, and evolutionary studies of
behavior are gaining increased prominence [7,9–11,101],
facilitated by multiple factors, including innovative technologies (e.g., high-throughput sequencing [12]), and
analytical procedures (e.g., improved statistical methods
for modeling and comparative analyses [13]) as well as the
increasing ease of application of these advances to field
studies (e.g., biotelemetry [14,15]). As a result, it is increasingly possible to address all four of Tinbergen’s questions concurrently for the same species [3,7,10,11,16],
which is most effective when using modern comparative
methods [13]. Such integration is crucial if studies of
behavior are to contribute to solutions to pressing biological problems. For example, only by understanding the
evolutionary origins of diverse mechanisms can we begin
to predict how species will respond to global change [17].
Similarly, a thorough understanding of the adaptive consequences of diverse mechanisms can help to identify novel
model systems for studies of specific neuropsychiatric disorders [18]. Integrating Tinbergian levels of analysis is
especially appropriate for the study of social behavior
which, given its complexity, must be approached from an
integrative perspective.
Historical perspectives
Although most current textbooks on animal behavior
prominently feature Tinbergen’s four questions [19–21],
researchers have been slower to adopt the type of truly
integrative approach that Tinbergen originally proposed
[2]. Indeed, studies of behavior remain to some extent
divided into efforts to understand ultimate- versus proximate-level reasons for variation in social interactions [3].
Each tradition offers important impulses for the integrative conceptual framework we outline below.
Ecological and evolutionary traditions
Ethologists and behavioral ecologists have emphasized
field studies of ultimate-level aspects of social behavior.
Crucial concepts addressed by such studies include the
roles of kinship and inclusive fitness in shaping social
interactions, as well as the effects of specific ecological
parameters on social structure [8,22]. Such studies have
the advantage of documenting patterns of behavior and the
associated adaptive consequences in the environments,
and under the selective regimes experienced by the study
organisms. However, such analyses have tended to ignore
the physiological, neural, and genetic mechanisms underlying these behavioral patterns as part of a ‘phenotypic
gambit’, a heuristic construct positing that detailed
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knowledge of the mechanistic bases for behavior is not
required for an understanding of its function and evolution
[23,24]. As a result, such studies have been typically
unable to determine how underlying mechanisms shape
observed behavioral responses to external environments,
including generating significant individual variation in
response to similar external environments.
Neuroendocrine and genetic foundations
Psychologists and neuroscientists interested in social behavior have followed an often parallel but distinct research
tradition that emphasizes its physiological, neuroendocrine,
and genetic bases. Prominent themes have included the
roles of learning and ontogenetic experience on social interactions, as well as the effects of hormone levels in both
generating and mediating specific patterns of behavior.
Such studies are typically conducted under laboratory
conditions and involve a limited number of ‘model’ study
organisms, thereby offering important opportunities for
controlled experimentation, often employing tools specific
to the organisms under study. However, these analyses have
tended to employ highly inbred study organisms that live in
simplistic laboratory environments [25], thereby largely
precluding consideration of the functional contexts in which
behavior – particularly complex social behavior – occurs and
has evolved [26]. As a result, studies of proximate-level
mechanisms of social behavior generally cannot address
the potential impacts of variable environmental conditions.
The power of integration
Although numerous opportunities exist for multidisciplinary research, at present we lack an appropriate conceptual
framework – including a common language for describing
social behavior – to develop an integrative understanding
of the evolution of social behavior. To capitalize upon
emerging opportunities we need predictive models of social
interactions that integrate function and mechanism, and
that can be applied to diverse taxa over a range of social
and ecological contexts. We offer here such an integrative
framework of sociality (Figure 1A), one that incorporates
individual variations in ecology, fitness, and experience as
well as the neural, physiological, genetic, and developmental mechanisms underlying social behavior. We outline
ways in which researchers can use this framework to
dissect mechanisms of social behavior in free-living animals exposed to the real-world ecological and evolutionary
factors that shape such behavior. We do so in a manner
that will open up innovative avenues for comparison across
disparate taxonomic groups. Importantly, this framework
can be extended to other types of complex behaviors (e.g.,
finding food or a suitable habitat, migratory behavior,
learning and memory formation) and therefore acts as a
blueprint for the integrative study of behavior.
An integrative framework
Clearly, combining proximate and ultimate approaches
to the same phenomenon generates opportunities for
understanding social behavior that are not possible
through either tradition alone. For example, because the
genetic, molecular, and neural mechanisms underlying
behavior are subject to selection and have a phylogenetic
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Figure 1. An integrative framework for the study of social behavior. (A) The framework incorporates external (ecology and social environment) and internal attributes
(neural and molecular measures together with intrinsic life-history traits) in which individuals and populations can vary. Note that even subtle differences over time and
among individuals or species in neural/molecular characteristics can result in functional variation, giving rise to behavioral diversity. Triangles with gradients represent the
continuous or semi-continuous nature of the variables, indicating a range from high to low. (B) Evolutionary processes influence internal attributes (such as neural and
molecular mechanisms and life-history traits) in relation to external attributes (ecological characteristics and social group traits) and determine social behavior within
different functional contexts. Multivariate approaches can be used to identify co-variance patterns within and across populations or species at ecological, individual, social,
and/or mechanistic levels. Variation in color intensity represents quantitative variation in the attributes similar to the gradients in the triangles in (A).

history, they need to be understood in a variety of social
and ecological contexts within an explicitly integrative
framework [1]. Conversely, understanding the nature of
these mechanisms can help to reveal why responses to

variable environmental conditions take the forms that they
do [27]. The study of social behavior, in particular, is
uniquely positioned to benefit from such integration for
several reasons. First, as noted above, social behavior is
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nearly ubiquitous, with clear functional ties to crucial
issues such as conservation and human health. Second,
previous research has been remarkably productive in identifying the ecological conditions that shape the social behavior of a wide range of taxa (e.g., [9,28,29]). Third,
detailed investigations of the mechanistic bases for social
behavior have been completed for several model organisms
(e.g., [30,31]), providing an important baseline for studies
of other taxa. Although studies of social behavior are not
unique in offering such opportunities, few aspects of organismal biology are as clearly and firmly poised to forge
innovative and integrative perspectives on phenotypic
variation [32].
Developing a truly integrative view of social behavior
requires an appropriate conceptual framework that will (i)
facilitate identification of general, potentially causal, relationships between behavior and other aspects of the biology of an organism, (ii) improve our ability to generate
testable predictions regarding these relationships, and
(iii) enhance our ability to identify the most suitable study
systems for a given behavioral attribute. We propose here
such a framework that is aimed at (i) facilitating understanding of the diversity of regulatory processes of social
behavior in an ecological and evolutionary context, (ii)
providing a roadmap for generating testable predictions
from existing data, and (iii) identifying suitable model
systems for simultaneous study in the laboratory and field.
We believe that this framework serves to bridge the historical conceptual gap between relevant biological disciplines, thereby paving the way for a comprehensive and
truly integrated understanding of social behavior.
Functional explanations for proximate mechanisms
Causes for social grouping
Social behavior occurs in many forms and contexts, but
group-living organisms exhibit some of the most complex
forms of social behavior. Understanding how and why
animals form groups represents an ideal situation in which
to develop an integrative framework of complex social
behavior because it involves many forms of positive and
negative social interactions. Empirical studies of vertebrates and invertebrates have demonstrated that animals
typically form groups for one or more of five functional
reasons: (i) predator avoidance; (ii) resource acquisition;
(iii) mate acquisition; (iv) offspring care; and (v) homeostasis [33] (Figure 1A). These functional contexts, however,
cannot always be clearly distinguished when conspecifics
interact under natural conditions. Understanding the
mechanisms underlying social grouping can provide
insights into why groups form and, perhaps more importantly, why group-living has evolved. For example, we are
only beginning to understand that the neural and molecular mechanisms underlying social behaviors – as is the case
for all phenotypes – are the result of interactions between
genetic, environmental, developmental, and epigenetic
processes [7]. Comparative studies have illuminated the
behavioral, neural, and molecular underpinnings of social
behavior, suggesting that mechanisms regulating behavior
in similar contexts might, in part, be highly conserved
across diverse vertebrate taxa, as has been suggested for
paternal care in mammals and teleost fishes [34]. By
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contrast, similar behaviors in different contexts or timeperiods can also result from different mechanisms. For
example, territorial aggression, in the context of mate
acquisition, is often modulated by sex steroids, such as
androgens, whereas aggression outside of reproduction is
often modulated by other hormonal mechanisms [35]. Importantly, temporal differences in neurochemical and molecular regulatory mechanisms or variation across
individuals or species result in functional variation in
sensory, memory, valuation, and motor centers. Thus,
the expression of seemingly identical behavioral patterns
in different reproductive contexts or seasons – or in different individuals or species – might involve diverse regulatory processes. Understanding these processes in the
context of social behavior can help to inform us how and
when groups form, and whether similar associations in
different species are driven by the same or different underlying mechanisms.
Neural mechanisms in social species
Modern biology has long moved beyond the fruitless debate
about the relative contributions of nature versus nurture,
and instead has come to the insight that behavior – in
common with any other phenotype – is the result of interactions among genetic, environmental, developmental, and
epigenetic processes. Nevertheless, how these neural and
molecular mechanisms evolve is much less well understood. Four different hypotheses have been proposed
[7,36]: (i) the neural and molecular substrates of behavior
might be conserved even though the resulting behavior
patterns have evolved in parallel (deep homology [37]); (ii)
independently evolved mechanisms might result in similar
behavioral functions (e.g., [38]); (iii) molecular and neural
pathways might diverge through time with no concomitant
change in the phenotype (developmental system shift [39]);
or (iv) conserved molecular mechanisms can become associated with divergent functions and phenotypes over evolutionary time (phenologs [40]). These apparently opposing
scenarios are in fact not mutually exclusive, and all can
shape different behavioral phenotypes across populations
or species such that a given functionally equivalent behavioral phenotype might arise from several different mechanisms.
Support can be found for all four hypotheses in a diversity of social organisms. For example, monogamous mating
systems have evolved independently numerous times in
many taxa, but the formation of pair bonds might involve
different (e.g., prairie vole vs California mouse [38]) or
conserved (e.g., prairie voles and convict cichlid fish
[30,41]) neuroendocrine pathways. Similarly, there is significant neuroendocrine variation in the regulation of territorial aggression, but the central role of the biogenic
amine serotonin appears to be conserved across animals
[42–44]. A well-known example of developmental system
drift (i.e., developmental pathways diverge in response to
selection, although the resulting phenotypes do not
change) concerns sex-determining mechanisms, where
very different underlying mechanisms involving chromosome dosage, sex-determining genes, or environmental
factors such as temperature or social status [45–47] give
rise to males and females with sex-specific behaviors. In
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the context of social behavior, developmental system drift
can mean that behavioral responses or brain regions that
regulate behavior can be homologous even though their
morphological substrates or developmental origins are not
[7]. Phenologs, by contrast, comprise conserved gene networks which become associated with very different phenotypes over the course of evolution [40]. For example,
nonapeptides regulate pair-bonding behaviors across vertebrates [30,41], and orthologs of the oxytocin or vasopressin ancestral gene also regulate mating behavior in
nematodes [48] and leeches [49]. The study of these convergent and divergent pathways in conjunction with a
detailed understanding of the survival value and fitness
consequences of specific behavior patterns promises to
yield insights into general principles underlying social
evolution at both proximate and ultimate levels.
Conceptual relationships between mechanisms and
function
A comprehensive understanding of variation in sociality
requires not only the study of social behavior (i.e., the
interactions among conspecifics) but also of reproductive
behavior (i.e., the regulation of who mates with whom) and
social organization (i.e., the patterns of association within
and between groups) (see [22] for detailed discussion).
Moreover, a truly integrative understanding of social evolution requires the reconstruction of the evolutionary histories of social traits and the characterization of relationships
among the different regulatory mechanisms responsible for
patterns of social behavior. Distinct behavioral traits do not
operate independently and are not acted upon by selection in
isolation from one another, even though they are usually
studied in this manner [26]. Instead, suites of behavioral
patterns commonly co-vary, forming overall social systems
and life-history strategies that can differ within and among
individuals [50], as well as across populations and species
[51]. Similarly, behavioral patterns generally co-vary with
endocrine and neural measures. For example, across vertebrates, competing phenotypes often differ in trade-offs between traits that affect fitness, including body coloration,
aggression, and immune function [52,53]. Strong correlational selection is generally thought to result in such coadapted trait complexes [54], with pleiotropic hormonal
systems playing a central role [55,56]. Neuroendocrine systems might thus promote or constrain divergence and speciation because the effects of disruptive selection on one trait
are transferred to the other trait in either a synergistic or
antagonistic manner [53,56].
We propose a framework for the integrative study of
complex social behavior that formalizes conceptual relationships between mechanisms and function (Box 1). Specifically, we propose a list of attributes, either external
(e.g., ecological characteristics or social and/or demographic traits of the group) or internal (i.e., neural and molecular
characteristics, life-history traits) that can be quantified
(repeatedly and simultaneously, if necessary) in multiplyinteracting individuals (Figure 1A). Importantly, these
attributes are much broader than the kinds of elemental
behavior patterns (e.g., aggression towards an intruder;
dichotomous female mate-choice) that are typically examined in most mechanistic studies conducted in laboratory
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Box 1. An integrative framework of sociality
Our framework explains patterns of social behavior that are most
frequently studied (e.g., mating behavior, offspring care). In reality,
these apparently disparate behavioral patterns are linked by
ecological factors at one causal level and a common neuromolecular substrate at another. Thus, both ultimate and proximate forces
will shape and constrain behavioral strategies to vary along
principal component dimensions. Similarly, there are functional
relationships between individual neural and molecular attributes
(e.g., hormone levels are functionally linked to receptor densities).
Components of variation in these dimensions will reflect the
organization of parts of the mechanism into a functioning whole.
For example, behavioral patterns cluster into functional sets (e.g.,
monogamous pair-bonding, parental care, territorial defense, etc.).
Each principal component of variation in traits such as neurotransmitter and neuromodulator expression and reception in the nuclei of
the social decision-making network in these organisms should
relate to biologically meaningful variation in behavior. A reasonable
starting point is to model a one-to-one correspondence between the
principal components of behavior and those of the mechanistic
underpinnings. Aside from this larger aim of identifying correlations
between axes of mechanisms and axes of behavior, there is a
practical benefit to analyzing principal components of behavioral
variation, or variation in mechanism: to identify the set of the most
robust, efficient, proxy measures for causal mechanisms and/or
behavioral variation.

settings. We also propose a multivariate approach for
identifying patterns of covariance and for reducing complexity in such datasets (e.g., principal components at
ecological, individual, social, and mechanistic levels) with
the goal of unraveling the processes that govern the evolution of the neural and molecular mechanisms underlying
social behavior (Figure 1B). These insights provide quantifiable variables that can facilitate a thorough understanding of, and generate testable predictions on, the
causes, origins, and functional consequences of behavioral
variation within and across populations and species.
External attributes: ecological characteristics and social
group traits
The mechanisms regulating social behaviors are affected
by external conditions including the ecology and social
environment of an individual (Figure 1A). Importantly,
these attributes can differentially affect group members.
For example, habitat structure, resource distribution, or
risk of predation and parasitism, can differentially influence the behavior of dominant and subordinate, or male
and female, group mates [57]. Such parameters can also
influence the distribution and behavior of one sex, which in
turn can affect the behavior of the opposite sex [58].
Likewise, the demographic and kin composition of a population can affect decision-making in juveniles (Box 2) [59–
61]. The costs and benefits of living in groups can affect the
evolution of neural pathways underlying aggressive and
cooperative behaviors, which in turn might affect group
composition and persistence, and ultimately population
structure (e.g., estrildid finches [62]).
Internal attributes: life-history traits
The neural processes underlying social behaviors are also
influenced by a variety of attributes of the individual,
including sex, reproductive state, age, condition, and experience (Figure 1A), all of which can affect the opportunities
585
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Box 2. Case studies: dispersal and affiliative behavior
Social behavior entails both negative (e.g., aversive, aggressive) and
positive (e.g., affiliative, cooperative) interactions. Negative interactions often lead to dispersal (i.e., emigration from natal group) which
has been well studied in numerous species and ecological contexts.
Although some hormonal and physiological factors have been
identified that relate to dispersal (e.g., glucocorticoid levels, organizational hormonal factors, body condition [94–96]), little is known about
the underlying neural circuits. Integrative approaches to dispersal
might include neuroendocrine profiling before and after dispersal
from the natal group, comparisons between dispersers and nondispersers within a population, and other temporal changes in group
structure such as immigration that result in seasonal group formation.
Studies of affiliative behavior, by contrast, have already begun to
integrate neurobiological and ecological data. In prairie voles,
dopamine, oxytocin, and vasopressin act within the mesolimbic
reward pathway to establish pair-bonds between mates [30]. Across
Microtus vole species, differences in the distribution of oxytocin and
vasopressin receptors as well as estrogen receptor a are associated
with species differences in mating strategy [97,98], and studies that
investigate the consequences of these variations in field settings

of an individual during competition to access resources
such as mates and breeding sites. Moreover, within a
group, the position of an animal in a hierarchy, or its
ability to defend resources, is often dependent upon body
size and physical strength [63]. Age, size, condition, rank,
relatedness, and experience can also influence the tendency to care for offspring and to participate in cooperative
activities [64,65]. These and other cooperative and antagonistic behaviors can be partly regulated by mechanisms
such as androgens [66], allostatic load [67], or receptor
densities in specific brain regions [68]. In all cases, the
underlying neural mechanisms regulating these behaviors
remain largely unknown.
Internal attributes: neural, neuroendocrine, and genetic
mechanisms
Behavioral neuroscientists have identified numerous endocrine and neural mechanisms that control behavioral
decision-making and hence influence life-history traits,
particularly in social species (Figure 1A). For example,
specific neural circuits such as the dopaminergic reward
system [69] and the brain social behavior network [70,71]
regulate social behavior. Homologs of the nodes of this
social decision-making network have been inferred across
vertebrates, suggesting that this system is highly conserved [72,73]. In general, even subtle temporal, individual, or species-level differences in neural and molecular
characteristics can result in functional variation in sensory, memory, valuation and motor centers, thereby contributing to the behavioral diversity we observe in nature. For
example, neuroanatomical differences in the volume of a
particular brain region can be related to the relative
behavioral demands on that region [74–76]. At the cellular
level, the release of neurochemicals such as biogenic
amines [43] and neuropeptides [62] into specific brain
regions can directly result in specific behavioral profiles.
Although the expression patterns of neurochemical genes,
particularly those encoding receptors, are remarkably
conserved [77], quantitative variation in receptor density
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have been conducted [99,100]. Work in seasonally social meadow
voles as well as in colonial South American rodents has suggested
parallel and potentially convergent pathways by which oxytocin
receptor density is involved in natural variation in affiliative behavior
and group-living outside the context of monogamy [78]. In estrildid
finches, homologous peptide receptors modulate group size preferences and are differentially distributed in species that exhibit yearround territoriality or flocking, and the peptide neurons that supply
these receptors respond selectively to positive social stimuli [62].
These species share ecological and other aspects of social organization (e.g., all are monogamous and biparental), thus a major
question is how the mechanisms of pair-bonding, gregariousness,
and territoriality evolve in other taxa where the ecological, social,
and functional contexts can be different. In prairie voles, for
example, vasopressin receptor expression in the cingulate cortex
predicts reproductive success specifically in wanderers, but not in
pair-bonded males [99], indicating that space-use patterns need to
be considered to understand individual variation in receptor expression. To understand behavioral diversity fully we must place these,
and additional studies, into a broad ecological and evolutionary
context.

and/or levels of neurochemicals in specific network nodes is
strongly associated with diversity in social behavioral
attributes between individuals and across species
[68,78]. Given the development of high-throughput sequencing technologies, it is now possible to quantify many
of these neural and molecular characteristics in emerging
model systems (e.g., [79–83]).
Integrating across temporal and taxonomic scales
Evolutionary processes influence all internal attributes in
relation to a variety of external parameters. To explain
these evolutionary processes it is important to obtain
comparative quantitative data from a range of species
and under multiple physiological and environmental conditions [84]. Once crucial external and internal attributes
have been measured for numerous individuals and species,
their inter-relationships can be identified via pairwise or
multivariate statistical analyses [85]. By employing such
an approach, we expect to discover functional relationships
among individual attributes. For example, circulating hormone levels and receptor densities are functionally linked,
and variation in these dimensions can be thought of as
clustering into principal components reflecting functional
units. At the same time, these mechanistic components
likely also correspond to external attributes. For example,
individual attributes such as sex, reproductive state, age,
condition, and experience are likely to impinge upon the
decision-making circuits via neuroendocrine and neuromodulator pathways [1]. The identification of co-variance
patterns within and between axes representing mechanisms and those representing functional significance
will likely reveal robust and representative measures of
causal mechanisms associated with behavioral variation.
Unfortunately, few if any such empirical studies have
been conducted, despite that fact that we now have the
analytical means to do so [86].
Behavioral, ecological, and neurobiological data from
the same species are required to conduct this type
of integrative analysis. At present, however, the most
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detailed ecological datasets often lack complementary neural measures and, conversely, ecological information is
often lacking for (laboratory) species whose neural substrates have been studied in detail. In fact, it appears that,
for established laboratory species as well as for emerging
model systems, the amount of information available on
ecology and/or reproductive biology might be inversely
correlated with the extent of neurobiological information.
Currently, most analyses of neural features of emerging
model organisms involve pairwise comparisons of species
or populations, with only a few instances of data collection
in a broader phylogenetic context [75,77,87]. Those comparisons that exist are typically limited to only a few
measures such as gross neuroanatomy [88], circulating
hormone levels [89], and gene expression for small sets
of loci [77]. Although such relatively limited comparisons
can provide insights into evolutionary processes, more
extensive species sampling and additional fine-grained
neural and molecular measures are necessary to gain a
full understanding of the evolution of these mechanisms
and the behavior patterns they regulate.
Revisiting Tinbergen’s vision
Fifty years after Tinbergen defined his proverbial ‘four
questions’ [2], there is a tremendous opportunity for integrative studies on the ultimate and proximate mechanisms
of complex behaviors such as sociality [7,9–11,16,90]. Although the number of animal species considered to be
accepted as biomedical model systems is decreasing [91],
this trend is both paradoxical and misguided given that the
very notion of a model system is undergoing rapid change
and might soon be obsolete [92], at last liberating us to
(again) use the species that are best suited for the problem
in question (i.e., Krogh’s Principle [93]). Innovative research programs in diverse species are now possible thanks
to advances in behavioral ecology, genomics, and neuroscience together with numerous technological breakthroughs
that facilitate the collection of ever-larger and more detailed datasets than were imaginable even a few years ago.
Systematic efforts are now needed to fill the gaps in our
understanding of social behavior for species that are not
the established biomedical model systems discussed here
and elsewhere. The development of new model systems
that create comprehensive behavioral, ecological, and neural datasets within the framework we have provided here
will help us to fulfill Tinbergen’s vision to understand truly
the evolution of neuroethological mechanisms across all
levels of biological organization and at all levels of analysis.
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